
Devonport 6th November 2014 

 

RACE 1 : This is a C0 to kick off the night. GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (5) has been racing very well and this 

a much easier assignment than past couple. He will look to push forward early and dictate from the 

breeze so should be winning. MAILIE ROSA (8) is another that will find this easier she will get a good 

run through so is sure to be in the finish. MY KODA KASPER (3) ran some handy races last time in so 

from the draw is sure to be a player at the business end. REGAL IDEA (7) was a trial winner last week 

so from the draw will get an easy run so has to be kept safe. TOPNOTCH SAMSON (1) , RAINBOW 

PHOENIX (4) and JAZZY JANE (6) are all capable on their night so are a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (5) this is his chance to get a win. 

DANGERS : MY KODA KASPER (3) draws to be a danger along with MAILIE ROSA (8). 

ROUGHIE : REGAL IDEA (7) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS :  5 – 3 8 – 1 4 6 7 

 

RACE  2 : This is a very tough C1/C2. WIPETHESMILE (7) is a handy type resuming he draws the inside 

of the back row so will need a touch of luck but can win if gets it. HELLO GOOD SHANKS (10) has had 

a stable change since he last raced so will need to be kept safe as the Melissa Maine stable is going 

very well at present. CARLY SEELSTER (6) has been just behind around the mark of late so if can slot 

into the running line will be a chance. ADVENTADOR (3) draws well so will be on the speed and will 

be much better suited here so has an e/w chance. ANGKRISTY (5) races well here but can’t do any 

work in here races so place look’s best. KINDA GREY (4) is another has a liking for the circuit. She 

resumes into a winnable race so win would not shock. SKATING BOOTS (1) , PARIS EXPRESS (2) and 

TAKEAWAY KOALA (9) are next best. 

TOP PICK : WIPETHESMILE (7) just needs a bit of luck to be winning. 

DANGERS : HELLO GOOD SHANKS (10) will be a huge danger here along with ADVENTADOR (3) 

ROUGHIE : TAKEAWAY KOALA (9) can bob up at odds. 

RATINGS :  7 – 10 – 3 4 5 6 9 – 1 2 11 

 

RACE 3 :  This is a very good claimer. The start will be crucial as to who steps to the lead. BABES BOY 

BOB (3) was very good when resuming last start when battled away well for second. He does step 

safely so if pinged to the lead will prove very hard to run down around here. TISU TOOTA (5) is 

another racing well and does handle the tapes so will lob handy and will take holding out. SHANGHAI 

KNIGHT (4) had no luck last start and this look’s easier so is a leading chance. BABYITSU (2) is another 

who id pinged to the lead has a hope. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (9) and LIVIN IT LOVIN IT (10) are both 

racing ok so would not surprise to see them in the finish. CATS AND DOGS (1) draws the pole and 



does step quickly and if he lobbed on top will not hand up so he may prove a stumbling block for the 

fancied runners hoping to find the lead. SKY TOWER (6) is next best. 

TOP PICK : BABES BOY BOB (3) will take plenty of beating. 

DANGERS : SHANGHAI KNIGHT (4) racing well so is the danger along with TISU TOOTA (5). 

ROUGHIE : ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (9) will go around at good odds and can surprise. 

RATINGS :  3 – 4 5 – 2 9 10 – 1 6 7 8 11 

 

RACE 4 : This is a tricky C3/C5. MARGIN GIRL (3) will strip much fitter for her last run and draws to 

lob handy so will take plenty of beating. HILDA SU (1) draws the pole so will have an e/w chance. 

MAJESTIC ART (2) resumes off a let up and draws well so has to be kept safe at odds. MON SOIE (7) 

will get a cheap run on the pegs so if gets a crack at them will take holding out. MACH MY DAY (8) 

will find this easier than last couple. He draws to get a good run through so is sure to be in the finish. 

MISTER PINJARRA (5) and PEACE CORPS (6) are both good enough to win this but will just need a bit 

of luck from their wide draws. VERACITY RED (4) and MUSSLEROE BAY (9) are next best a can fill a 

minor place at huge odds. 

TOP PICK : MARGIN GIRL (3) will be very hard to beat here. 

DANGERS : MACH MY DAY (8) gets a good run through so is the danger along with MON SOIE (7). 

ROUGHIE : HILDA SU (1) can run a race at odds. 

 RATINGS : 3 – 7 8 – 1 2 5 6 9 – 4 10 

 

RACE  5 : This is a three year old and older non winners. TERRITORIAL (7) will find this easier than 

past couple so if gets any luck in the run will take plenty of holding out. MEI GEI (3) resumes here 

from a break. She is a handy filly who draws well so has to be a leading chance. SUPA SUNSHINE (8) 

done plenty of work last week so with a more economical run here can figure at odds.  LUCKY LIBBY 

(1) will find this much easier than first run and draws ideally to improve. UDONTGETME (2) and OUR 

ARTESIAN LILY (4) are both capable of surprising with the right run. MAGGIE MALONE (6) is a first 

starter so may pay to watch the market towards her chances. 

TOP PICK : TERRITORIAL (7) going his way in a very tough race. 

DANGERS : MEI GEI (3) if anywhere near right is a huge danger along with SUPA SUNSHINE (8) 

 ROUGHIE : LUCKY LIBBY (1) can give some cheek at odds. 

RATINGS : 7 – 3 – 1 8 – 2 4 – 5 6 

 



RACE  6 : This is for the three year old and older pacers. JASPER RULER (4) ran a bottler of a race last 

week when got a late split and flashed home behind a very smart type. He is not fool proof but if on 

best behaviour is the one to beat. OUR BOY MACH (1) draws to lead so will get every chance around 

here so is a huge danger. FIRE UP FRANCO (5) has been good of late but draws a touch wide here so 

will a bit of luck in the run but if gets it is a chance. BLISSFULL GLENWOOD (7) resumes from a break 

here but draws to get a good run through so can run a race at odds. TOP PARTY (2) and WHAT A FINE 

FILLY (3) may find this a bit tough but can fill a minor first four place. SOTHATS LIZA (6) is a first 

starter that may pay to watch the market. 

TOP PICK : JASPER RULER (4) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : OUR BOY MACH (1) draws to be the danger along with FIRE UP FRANCO (5). 

ROUGHIE : BLISSFULL GLENWOOD (7) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 4 – 1 5 – 7 – 2 3 6 

 

 


